**TERM:** 1156.  **CAMPUS:** Rice Lake

**Craft a Coiled Fabric Bowl**

**Location:** WITC-Ladysmith  
**Instructor:** Staci Prasnicky

**Supply List for the first day of class:**

- 50 ft or more depending on the size bowl(s) desired.
- Cloth (no metal, or other card cores)
- ¼” or narrower clothes line
- 2 yards all together of assorted fabrics
- Sewing machine with NEW sharp needle
- Thread to match or contrast with your fabric (lots of thread for bigger bowl) 2 spools
- 1 binder clip

Please Contact the instructor if you have additional supply questions:

Stacy Prasnicky  
thecottagequilter@hotmail.com  
715.567.0254